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The Role of Narrative Fiction and Semi-Fiction in Organization Studies

In this chapter, we discuss the use of narrative fiction and semi-fiction in organizational research and explore the strengths and weaknesses of these alternative approaches. We begin with an introduction reviewing the existing literature and clarifying what we mean by fiction and semi-fiction. We then present and discuss examples of fiction and semi-fiction focusing on how these approaches can be used in organizational research. We argue that fiction is more useful as a source of data and as a way of representing theory to an audience. Semi-fiction, on the other hand, provides a novel approach to the production and representation of theory. In both cases, researchers face a number of challenges, but also gain access to new and powerful techniques for developing insights into organizational topics.
Fiction and semi-fiction

Introduction

Organizational scholars are increasingly exploring the usefulness and validity of storytelling and creative narrative in organizational research (e.g., Barry, 1996; Boje, Fitgibbons, & Steingard, 1996; Czarniawska, 1998, Czarniawska-Joerges & Guillet de Monthoux, 1994; Knights & Willmott, 1999; Phillips, 1995; Taylor, 2000; Whiteman, 2004). Phillips (1995), for example, encourages us to use novels, stories, plays, songs, poems and films as legitimate objects for study and as vehicles to convey valuable organizational knowledge that has the potential to enrich our field. To some degree, these calls have been heeded and the use of narrative fiction in teaching (e.g. Czarniawska-Joerges & Guillet de Monthoux, 1994) and writing (e.g., De Cock, 2000) about organizations has become increasingly commonplace and accepted. While less common, narrative fiction as a focus of study has also become less of a rarity, with several different forms of fiction now appearing as data in the literature (e.g., Parker, Higgins, Lightfoot & Smith, 1999; Phillips & Zyglidopoulos, 1999).

At the same time, the use of fictional accounts created by researchers remains highly unusual in management studies, although there are important exceptions (e.g., Hansen et al. 2006; Jermier, 1985; Taylor, 2000). The status of these fictional accounts of organizational life remains unclear and publication is often difficult. The use of semi-fictional, self-authored accounts is even rarer although recent work by Whiteman (2004) suggests that such genres may be particularly provocative for telling ethnographic tales from the field (van Maanen, 1988).

---

1 See Hansen et al. 2006 for a useful description of some reactions that might be expected to a narrative fiction submitted to a journal.
In this chapter, we contribute to the ongoing discussion of the potential of fiction and semi-fiction by bringing together existing arguments regarding their use, extending these arguments based on our own experiences, and providing examples of their use. In doing so, we make three important contributions. First, we provide a practical introduction and broad review of the literature and bring together discussions of fiction and semi-fiction, which have tended to remain fragmented and disparate. Second, we compare their respective strengths and weaknesses as approaches to the study of organizational phenomenon. While fiction and semi-fiction are similar methods, they have quite different strengths and are useful in very different ways. Finally, we add to existing arguments for the usefulness of fiction and semi-fiction by arguing for the complementarity of the two methods. While both approaches highlight the potential of narrative fiction, they also point to very different opportunities for contributing to organization and management studies.

We begin with an introduction to the existing philosophical discussions around fiction and semi-fiction, define both terms, as well as revisit some of the organizational literature that discusses or uses fiction or semi-fiction. We then discuss some of the ways that fiction and semi-fiction can be used in organizational research focusing on their distinct roles. We conclude with a discussion of future directions for the development of these methods as approaches to the study of organizations.

“Isn’t it all just fiction anyway?”

When one begins to explore the relevant literature, one quickly finds that the division between fiction and non-fiction is no longer fixed. The battle for some sort of strict boundary between truth and fiction has long been lost. While “fantasy”, “truth”,
“reality”, and “fiction” as terms may carry societal meaning, they do not carry any kind of “objective” status (e.g., Rorty, 1991). Nevertheless, it is clear that this boundary exists in practice and we need to be keenly aware of the societal conventions that shape the usages of these terms in organization studies.

**Defining Narrative Fiction**

So what is fiction? From a literary theory perspective, “the author of fiction invites the reader to engage in a kind of make-believe” (Currie, 1985: 386). Furthermore, fiction is a linguistic convention in a double sense (Park, 1982: 417-418):

It is linguistic because it is a convention about language; it is also linguistic because it is a convention concerning a way in which a language in a linguistic product is used. The convention consists in stating that words and sentences in a linguistic product should not be taken as referring to any real things, events, facts, and situations, that is, to the real world. To call *Madame Bovary* and *Alice in Wonderland* ‘fiction’ is to indicate that the words and sentences in these linguistic products are not used to refer to the real world. If we immediately recognize *Alice in Wonderland* as a fiction that is because the linguistic product indicates itself that what is talked about in it is not real. Fiction is then a linguistic convention about reference. The convention says that the language in a fiction means what it means without its real referent.

Non-fiction, by default, invites the reader to believe in the ‘reality’ of the referent of the written text – that is, something exists that is not fantasy. The convention of non-fiction is that it refers to something that is not fantasy, but instead something that is ‘real’.
The hybrid form – semi-fiction – offers a potential way through this interpretive maze and contains characteristics of both fiction and non-fiction. In semi-fiction, the author is making direct claims about its reference to ‘reality’ and yet at the same time, asking the reader to indulge in make-believe. That is, empirical content is presented in a partial (or total) make-believe form for dramatic communicative effect.

For the purposes of this chapter, we will use the broad term “narrative” to describe texts that tell a story. In some cases, the authors may describe such a text as fiction, as non-fiction, or as semi-fiction, depending upon how they wish readers to engage with the text. While one can argue that a ‘Rose is a rose is a rose is a rose’ (Stein, 1922) – that “it’s all just fiction anyway” – we argue that by adopting different textual strategies organizational scholars shape organizational knowledge in different ways. Thus, the relationship between organizational studies and narrative is complex and ambiguous and it is made more ambiguous in that narrative appears in organization studies in several different ways.

For example, Czarniawska (1998: 13-14) suggests that “Narrative enters organizational studies in at least four forms: organizational research that is written in a storylike fashion (‘tales from the field,’ to paraphrase van Maanen, 1988); organizational research that collects organizational stories (tales of the field); organizational research that conceptualizes organizational life as storymaking and organizational theory as story reading (interpretive approaches); and as a disciplinary reflection that takes the form of literary critique.”

It is interesting to note that there are two different sorts of stories included in Czarniawska’s list. On the one hand, there are stories that are produced by organizational
members themselves and that are then collected together and studied; on the other hand, there are stories written by others (either fiction authors or organizational researchers) that are used in organizational research in some way. The types of stories we are interested in here are of the latter variety; we are interested in the potential use of narrative fiction and semi-fiction as either data or method. That is, we are interested in stories as potential sources of data that can be analyzed to better understand organizational life or as ways of presenting our research results and reflections on organizational life to others.

**Narrative Fiction in Organization Studies**

The idea of using fiction as data or method has a relatively brief history in organizational studies. At the same time, as we argued above, a growing body of literature attests to the interest in these innovative approaches. As Whiteman (2004: 3) argues, stories are “a creative means for meaning making and privilege contextualized information and personalized expression”. Nevertheless, using narrative stories in this way lies clearly outside of the mainstream and researchers adopting these approaches face considerable barriers to publication.

The reason for the continued existence of these barriers is somewhat unclear. As Czarniawska (1998: 5) notes: “there are no structural differences between fictional and factional narratives, and their respective attraction is not determined by their claim to be fact or fiction.” Entrenched social conventions are likely the causes of such separation within organizational studies (Phillips, 1995). At the crux of the issue is the conventional status and role of organizational ‘data’. Stablein (1996) acknowledges that “[a]ll data are representations” and that “[a]s representations, data imply things that are represented, and
a process of representing” (p.511). While there has been considerable debate both about
the ‘reality’ of “The ‘Thing’ Represented” by data and regarding the representational
process, Stablein argues organizational data should – at the very least – be related to the
‘empirical world.’ But the question remains, how can we do this? We suggest that using
the creative techniques of representation without abandoning data in organizational
research holds innovative promise. Yet such approaches may face considerable
resistance.

Weick (1979; 1995) argues that the standard ways of doing and knowing in an
organization (or organizing entity such as academia) tend to follow deeply held schematic
approaches to sense-making and that as groups become attached to certain schemas, they
actively reinforce the validity of traditional approaches even when this cycle may unduly
restrict new ways of knowing. Thus, innovation in sense-making can suffer, and perhaps
suffocate, from the very ivory tower which seeks to study and create ‘new’ knowledge.
Other disciplines such as anthropology have also struggled with these issues. For
example, Clifford and Marcus argue that “our sharp separation of form from content –
and our fetishizing of form – was, and is, contestable. It is a bias that may well be
implicit in modernist ‘textualism’” (Clifford and Marcus 1986, 21).

Encouragingly, organizational scholars have begun to collapse these artificial
boundaries (March; 2006; Phillips, 1995; Whiteman, 2004), and there is a growing
stream of research on the process of ‘organizational storytelling’. Nevertheless, as
organizational scholars, we remain decidedly passive with respect to our own narrative
‘play.’ While we may be free to study fiction (e.g., March 2006; Phillips &
Zyglidopoulos, 1999), organizational scholars rarely create it and even more rarely do
they mix fact and fiction together into a bricolage of research findings, without carefully footnoting the differences (see Czarniawska, 1998: 63, Footnote 2). We remain, resolutely, a collection of serious ‘non-fictional’ authors.

Yet cognitive processing – the ability to understand, think and reflect about phenomenon – is not restricted to the realm of ‘non-fiction.’ For instance, Bruner (1986) differentiates between two modes of cognitive processing: the logico-scientific mode, and the imaginative-narrative mode. Historically, organizational research favors the logico-scientific approach. Journal articles commonly utilize a neutral, objective tone to produce authorial omnipotence (Jeffcut, 1994) and to demonstrate ‘plausibility’ (Golden-Locke & Biddle, 1993). Editorial preferences for rational academic discourse (Jeffcut, 1994) reinforce our emphasis on logico-scientific approaches to scientific sense-making. In contrast, textual strategies which do not conform to established rhetorical patterns provoke the audience to re-examine their beliefs and suppositions about the world and the meaning of research. Imaginative-narrative texts – such as those presented by Jermier (1985) or more recently by Hansen et al. (2006), Taylor (2000) and Whiteman (2004) – are examples of what Golden-Locke & Biddle (1993) call the ‘criticality’ dimension of convincing narrative texts.

In this article, we focus on the imaginative-narrative approach to cognitive processing and argue for the use of fiction and semi-fiction in organizational research. While our argumentation style (clearly thus far) follows a logico-scientific approach, we do so in an ironic attempt to argue ourselves (and our colleagues) out of a schematic academic box. The illuminating role of fiction and the subversive role of semi-fiction in organization studies are discussed in the following sections.
The Illuminating Role of Fiction in Organization Studies

The use of narrative fiction has a very long history in social science. Harriet Martineau, for example, was an early proponent of using fiction to teach (O’Donnell, 1989). She began writing her *Illustrations of Political Economy* in 1832 and wrote a total of 18 volumes of fictional stories based on the belief that “the best way to teach was through stories that gripped the reader’s imagination” (O’Donnell, 1989: 315). Fiction has also often been used widely in social science to add color and life to academic writing with many authors drawing on novels, short stories, plays and movies to emphasize points and set the stage for more rigorous academic writing. Wittgenstein, for example, drew on detective stories in his lectures on sense data and private experience in 1935 (De Cock, 2000).

In organization studies, the use of fiction in teaching is also well accepted (although without quite the same extended history as in economics!). For example, Czarniawska-Joerges & Guillet de Monthoux (1994: 1) in their book on the topic put it succinctly: “The purpose of this book is to show how good novels can educate better managers”. They then go on to explain why novels are not cases and how they transmit “tacit knowledge” and present a level of complexity beyond any case which engages and challenges the reader. Similarly, in their article arguing for the use of fiction in teaching business ethics, Kennedy and Lawton (1992) state their case eloquently:

We undergo an arousal of suspense concerning the nature of that resolution and its ultimate meaning for us. We also take on various roles vicariously through our reading that allow us, through imaginative enactment, to know things otherwise beyond our understanding. This high level of
involvement, vicarious role-taking, suspense, conflict, and resolution lead us to new levels of knowing that are both affective and cognitive.

These arguments, and this use of fiction, is well accepted in management teaching with many narrative fictions used in many different classes, suggestions for the use of fiction provided by the authors of textbooks, and various websites and listserv discussions focused on the exchange of suggestions and experiences.

Similarly, the role of narrative fiction as a device in academic articles is also well accepted. A carefully chosen quote from a well-known book adds life and interest to academic articles. Phillips (1995: 637) calls this “fiction as ambiance” and argues that “if we can evoke feeling and images appropriate to the discussion, we can effectively clarify and frame an otherwise dry academic piece”. The qualities that make great works of fiction so impactful – their invocation of an alternative reality, the colourfulness of their language, the immediacy of the images they create – are all things that academic writing generally lacks. They are, in fact, all things that academic writing by convention avoids. The use of narrative fiction therefore provides a useful and engaging contrast to academic writing.

But while these two uses of fiction are well accepted in the social sciences generally, and in organization studies in particular, there are two other uses that are much less well established. First, there are an increasing number of researchers who are treating fictional accounts of organizational life as data. As De Cock (2000: 589), for example, argues “there is an emerging discourse which explodes the myth that reading novels and enhancing our understanding of organizations are mutually exclusive activities”. For some of these writers, fiction is seen as something that supports and furthers the
Fiction and semi-fiction

traditional work of organizational scholars; for others, it is much more than just a supplement to what we have been doing: “Rather than asking what science fiction can do for organization studies, we want to see what it might do to organization studies” (Parker, Higgins, Lightfoot, & Smith, 1999: 580).

Narrative fiction thus provides a way to see beyond the world of what has happened into a world that is plausible but goes beyond what we see in our everyday world. In doing so, the discursive practices of narrative fiction challenge us to think differently and perhaps deeper about organizations and management (March, 2006). A recent example of this is given by March who uses “one of the better known poems by William Butler Yeats, Easter 1916, 2 as an illustration of the proposition that poetry is a natural medium for expressing and contemplating doubt, paradox, and contradiction --- features of life, well-known to experienced managers, but normally banished, perhaps with reason, from the public language of management” (p. 70).

Whether one adopts the more or less radical view of the role of fiction as data, what is inescapable is that the use of narrative fiction as data significantly challenges many of the methodological and epistemological principles and assumptions underlying organization studies. The status of the resulting papers is ambiguous and publication is often difficult as reviewers and editors find it impossible to evaluate the contribution and rigor of this kind of work.

An example of this sort of work is Phillips and Zyglidopoulos’ (1999) study of Asimov’s Foundation trilogy. They describe their method as follows:

---

Our general approach is to treat works of narrative fiction as intensive qualitative case studies. Structured analysis of these ‘thick descriptions’ of imaginary worlds allows us to explore issues and ask questions in a different way than is possible using more traditional sources of data.

(Phillips & Zyglidopoulos, 1999: 593)

Let’s look at an illustrative example. Box 1 provides an excerpt from *Small World*, a novel written by David Lodge. In the excerpt, the character Persse is attending an academic conference held at a regional university in the UK. The session he is attending is being held in a lecture theatre at the university and Professor Swallow is presenting. The short excerpt encompasses a particular experience of conference attendance in a vivid way. It is also, it is worth noting, used by us in just the way we talked about in the previous paragraphs – as a device to add interest to our paper.

But more than that, we suggest that this fiction could be used by organizational scholars as data. If we adopt Phillips & Zyglidopoulos’s method in the preceding example, we are free to treat fictional text like David Lodge’s novel *Small World* as a “intensive case study” of an academic conference. By doing so, we could use this text to develop theoretical insight on the back-stage culture (Goffman, 1959) of conference attendance, including the role of academic boredom in organizational knowledge creation.

In fact, David Lodge’s description of a conference looks quite similar to ethnographic writing in organization such as the work of Rosen (1988; 1985) and we
could carry out very similar analysis to uncover the social dynamics that characterize this account of a conference. It may be fictional, yet few who have attended an academic conference would fail to see much that is familiar in this account. It is precisely this ring of truth, growing out of the keen eye and active imagination of a talented writer, that gives this account academic value.

The final role that narrative fiction fulfills in organization studies is much less common and much more radical. It is also the role where narrative has the most potential to contribute to organization studies. This final role is where organization studies researchers use the practices of narrative fiction in order to produce texts that present theoretical insight about organizational phenomena. As Phillips (1995: 641) argues, “[u]sed in this way, fiction provides a way to test the validity of theory”. Fiction allows a complex and nuanced presentation of theory that draws in the reader without the closure and oversimplification of more traditional theory.

Examples of this are quite rare however. Jermier (1985) provides one of the better known examples. In his article he draws on H.G. Wells short story *When the Sleeper Wakes* to contrast different versions of critical theory. Jermier shows first the world as it appears in one theoretical perspective and then tells the same story again but from the perspective of an alternative theoretical frame. The use of narrative fiction provides an excellent way to contrast the two theories and challenge the reader to choose which one rings more true. Recent work by Hansen et al. (2006) also demonstrates the value of collective narrative improvisation by four authors, a fictional revolving story construction that resulted in emergent theorizing about their topic of organizational storytelling.
Yet, while there are a small number of examples of fiction as method, the approach remains very rare. The reasons for this are threefold. First, writing good fiction is extremely difficult and far from the training and background of most researchers. Second, the barriers of the peer review system are significant for this sort of work. The system rewards conservatism and adherence to the standard practices of representation for academic articles. This obviously creates serious barriers to the publication of fiction in academic journals. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the methodological tools to produce this sort of work remain underdeveloped. While there are a few examples of this use of fiction in organization studies, the methodological underpinnings remain undiscussed, leaving authors to “go it alone”.

One interesting recent development has important implications for this last issue. It is the development of semi-fiction as a methodology in organization studies. As we discussed above, semi-fiction refers to both a method of research and a particular kind of text. In the next section we discuss the philosophy and practical considerations of semi-fiction as a method. We believe that semi-fiction provides the necessary theoretical foundation and practical direction to allow much more progress in exploring the potential of narrative fiction as a method in organizational studies.

The Subversive Role of Semi-Fiction in Organization Studies

Agar (1990: 74) offers this definition of semi-fiction: “when fiction[al] form is laid over a ‘fact-oriented’ research process.” Semi-fictional narrative (also known as ‘faction’ or creative non-fiction) results when creative license is taken with the representational form of empirical data. But why put the two types of texts – fiction and non-fiction – together? We argue that semi-fictional narrative can expand the potential
meaning of organizational research because “they provide a space for the reader to enter
the story and vicariously experience the events portrayed...[and] as fictions they are
tremendously flexible” (Phillips, 1995: 671). The factual dimension of semi-fictional
narrative helps ground textual messages and encourages readers to gain a greater
understanding of a variety of ‘serious’ topics for organization studies. The fictional
dimension can increase reader response and help challenge pre-existing assumptions in a
creative and subversive way. As such, semi-fictive works may be particularly good at
embodying the ‘criticality’ dimension of convincing texts (Golden-Biddle & Locke,
1993).

Semi-fictional narratives can have a useful and unique place within organizational
research precisely because they combine the standard format of both non-fiction and
fiction in order to provoke readers to re-examine their beliefs and assumptions about
research and the world (Whiteman, 2004). This approach is not without a history. For
instance, in 1933, the American writer, Gertrude Stein, broke through a linguistic barrier
and wrote her own fictive autobiography entitled The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas.
In this book, she ostensibly describes her real-life partner Alice’s ‘real’ memories of
Stein and other modernists in Paris of the 1920s. At the same time, the paradox between
the title and the author give us clues that this may indeed not be non-fiction after all. At
the same time, the use of ‘real-life’ characters in ‘real-life’ settings gives us clues that this
may not be fiction after all. As a hybrid form of fiction and non-fiction, the work has

---

3 We define subversion as an activity which especially intends to overthrow or undermine an established
schematic approach.
added impact. At the very least in underscoring how language can both imprison and open our minds to new interpretive possibilities.⁴

As a methodological approach, creative non-fiction emerged most concretely from the field of journalism during the 1960s and 1970s. New Journalism (e.g. Wolfe, 1973; Mailer, 1979; Capote, 1965) allows the journalist to place facts in fictional form. New Journalism

“contain[s] strong elements of reportage, which is the anchor and foundation of the highest quality of journalism and of creative nonfiction. The word "creative" refers to the unique and subjective focus, concept, context and point of view in which the information is presented and defined, which may be partially obtained through the writer's own voice, as in a personal essay” (Gutkind, n.d.).

A journalist uses this approach in order to “convey the immediacy of experience and give it coherence and significance” (Agar 1995, p. 116), a textual quality that neither technical non-fiction nor creative fiction alone can usually convey. Creative non-fiction typically makes use of some of the following fictional techniques (see Table 1):

----- Insert Table 1 about here -----

A semi-fictive approach to research may have additional benefits for academic theorizing since this approach helps to reframe data and representational process through discursive play. Play has been shown to increase organizational creativity and innovation (Dodgson, Gann & Salter, 2005). With semi-fiction, we suggest that authors may actively

⁴ Stein’s publication of *Alice B. Toklas* also made people like Matisse (and other modernists) publicly denounce it in the Parisian Review despite the fact that it arguably contained the same subversive elements as their paintings (see, Winterson, 1995).
try to identify empirical moments that captured, sometimes in a surprising way, interesting aspects of the organizing form under study. The ‘strategy of inquiry’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994) can also focus particular attention on empirical experiences that seem out of context, surprising and/or humorous – a recognizable focal technique of ethnographic work (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1998). Semi-fictive narrative may thus help us broaden our understanding of empirical phenomenon by bringing in provocative creative elements to trigger innovative sense-making of empirical data by authors (and readers). “[B]y re-moulding the reality we assume to be objective, art releases to us, realities otherwise hidden…” (Winterson, 1995: 58). In particular we note the value of semi-fictive collage, where meaning builds with the layers of empirical data and narrative imagination which differs from a more linear style of rational composition.

In addition to provoking more creative empirical reflection, semi-fictive approaches to research may have the ability to convey additional (and different) meanings due the choice of the semi-fictional medium which can conveys its own message(s) (McLuhan, 1967). Semi-fictional narrative has the potential to increase reader empathy because it relies upon emotional and intellectual intersubjectivity (Carrithers, 1990) created in part because of the purposive combination of facts and fiction (Whiteman, 2004). The resulting ambiguities may invite greater reader response (March, 2006; Richardson, 1994).

Box 2 provides an illustrative excerpt of semi-fiction in organization studies. The excerpt is drawn from Whiteman’s (2004) paper presenting the results of her dissertation research investigating Traditional Environmental Knowledge among aboriginal Canadians. Rather than present the results of her field research in a traditional format,
Whiteman uses semi-fictional methods to present the results in the form of a fictionalized narrative about a doctoral student defending her thesis research in front of a committee of more or less sympathetic academics. The device of semi-fiction allows Whiteman to include dissenting voices and, through a sort of magic realism, include the odd intrusion by the natural world that her character Pip is trying so hard to convey to her committee.

As Whiteman’s work so clearly shows, content can be enriched by the choice of form. While some meanings are adequately conveyed through logico-scientific approaches to communication, others are more deeply embedded in sensory and emotional understandings. Such meanings may require alternative frameworks for expression which no longer marginalize emotions, humour, values and imagination, and yet do not detach completely from empirical experience.

Despite the positive elements of the subversive quality of semi-fictional narrative, we acknowledge the potential difficulties in evaluating the use of semi-fiction in terms of academic validity. Indeed, concern over credibility is the primary issue raised against the legitimacy of creative non-fiction within journalism (Agar, 1990). Agar (1990) suggests that the route forward lies in a simultaneous discussion – and explication – of the research process itself. That is, a careful discussion of methodology and representative motivation are required. This underscores the importance of an author clearly outlining their own textual guidelines for representation alongside a discussion of the research process (ie., how data was gathered, analyzed, etc.). Agar (1990) stresses the need for in-depth immersion in the phenomenon under study in order to develop a ‘factual’ or deep
experiential understanding of the empirical data. Semi-fiction thus may work well as a qualitative method for exploring empirical reality and pulling together fragments from fieldwork. And it is in this sense that we describe it as a method of data analysis. It is much more than just a way of presenting data, it is a way of working through the data collected by the researcher and developing deep theoretical understandings.

In developing a semi-fictional narrative, the researcher develops a theory of the social context within which the narrative is set. Thus, semi-fictional work has particular relevance for creatively representing qualitative research, especially with ethnographic research (Whiteman, 2004). However, we believe that a semi-fictive text remains somewhat different from an ‘impressionistic tale’ from ethnography (van Maanen, 1988) in that it takes imaginative and fictive license with form, while an impressionistic tale remains less open to elements of ‘make-believe.’ In a work of semi-fiction there is no need to be bound by what was seen and heard. What is important is to weave together fragments of social ‘data’ with the creative licence to make the theoretical insights of the researcher vivid and easily available to the reader.

Non-academic writers like Margaret Atwood agree with the need to clearly outline (for themselves at least) their own textual guide when they write creative historical fiction which becomes similar to semi-fiction (e.g., Alias Grace): “to be fair, I had to represent all points of view. I devised the following set of guidelines for myself: when there was a solid fact, I could not alter it…Also, every major element in the book had to be suggested by something in the writing about Grace and her times, however dubious such writing might be; but, in the parts left unexplained – the gaps left unfilled – I was free to invent” (1998).
From our own experience, we have found that a semi-fictional approach to research requires a strong empirical focus, and builds upon concrete data and experience (Stablein, 1996). While semi-fictional text can emerge in a directed way, we also highlight the importance of random aesthetic moments. We suggest that sometimes semi-fiction may not follow a purposive outline and rather, text which begins to write itself may add value. Nevertheless, authorial motives remain academic in nature – to capture and reflect upon organizing forms and to engage reader in this playful yet potentially penetrating activity. We discuss this in more detail below.

**Summing Up: Semi-fiction meets David Lodge**

The purpose of this chapter is to bring together existing thinking and practice on the use of narrative fiction in organization studies. This topic is one that is of increasing importance and interest among organizational scholars but remains at a very early stage. Consequently, we present both a theoretical and practical discussion of this issue.

The narratives presented in this chapter are two examples of using narrative in organization studies. They are presented in fictive and semi-fiction form by different authors. The questions that remain are: How are these texts different? How are they the same? How does labelling one fiction and the other semi-fiction impact the interpretation of these genres of texts?

With a novelist like David Lodge, we know little about his ‘methodology’ of writing. The narrative is explicitly presented as a part of a fictional account of life. The intention is not to develop theory, although the author shows deep insight into areas such as the academic world and was, unsurprisingly, an academic himself. Whereas a semi-fiction account is as much about generating insight in the author as it is about presenting
results in an imaginative way, the work of fiction is focused solely on the presentation of
an entertaining and impactful narrative. At the same time, it is indistinguishable in form
from the semi-fiction. It is the author’s intentions, the attempt to bring fragments of the
real into the narrative, and the context in which the narrative is produced that divides the
two.

In contrast, in the excerpt of semi-fiction by Whiteman (2004), the author relied
upon 18 months of ethnographic data as well as ‘factual’ texts like email exchanges,
anonymous written reviews from the Academy of Management Journal, and actual
conversations with living people, which was communicated in the methodology section
preceding the semi-fictional account. These concrete elements formed the empirical basis
from which she imaginatively explored in a creative form and were explained in her
methods section.

The two types of texts are thus related to the extent that they use an imaginative
narrative approach to cognitive processing (Bruner, 1986), and as such both demonstrate
that organizing forms can be described (and analyzed) using more than logico-scientific
style. However, aside from notable differences in quality (we can’t, unfortunately, all be
David Lodge), the production of, and motivation behind, the representation style of
fiction and semi-fiction texts may differ. That is, semi-fiction attempts to creatively build
upon empirical data grounded in methodological rigour, while fiction makes no claims
about data, method or rigour, although is arguably based upon experience
(notwithstanding the author’s typical note that this work is “entirely fictitious and not
based upon any real people, dead or alive.”).
We suggest that the labels themselves – of fiction and semi-fiction – may also influence the way the academic reader interprets or consumes the text. In particular, the label ‘semi-fiction’ signals that this is an imaginative narrative grounded in empirical experience and as such, differs significantly from traditionally accepted academic approaches to research. Semi-fiction attempts to have its cake and eat it too. In this way, semi-fiction acts as a type of Looking Glass, a narrative metaphor, which tests our attachment to entrenched academic traditions surrounding the production, representation and consumption of research. In contrast, a fictional label gives the reader a reflective ‘way-out’: it’s not real so we don’t have to take it seriously when we don’t want to.

We acknowledge that fiction and semi-fiction remain ‘loose’ definitions or rough categories of narrative form that require academic experimentation, enactment and further refinement. Such academic sense-making will take time, yet we should not be daunted by this journey of inquiry. Indeed, as Geertz so sagely wrote nearly two decades ago in anthropology: “It's not clear just what "faction," imaginative writing about real people in real places at real times, exactly comes to beyond a clever coinage; but anthropology is going to have to find out if it is to continue as an intellectual force in contemporary culture” (1988, 141).

We end with a challenge: “If we admit that language has power over us, not only through what it says but also through what it is, we will be tolerant of literary experiment just as we are tolerant of scientific experiment” (Winterson, 1995: 76). Through fictional and semi-fictional play, a richer understanding of organizations and organizing forms may emerge. But we need more than tolerance; we need continued innovation in fact and fiction.
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Table 1: Fictional techniques to help build creative form. From Agar (1990).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fictional Techniques</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The scenic method</td>
<td>The author shows, rather than tells using rich, sensory language to emphasize the immediacy of the experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character development</td>
<td>The story centers on a few characters both real and compiled. The author uses ‘internal monologues’ to express the characters’ subjective point of view, and also switches from different perspectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot</td>
<td>The author selects and arranges details to build narrative tension and develop a convincing plot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorial presence</td>
<td>The author is present, either in the story or as a voice behind the story.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 1: An Excerpt from David Lodge’s *Small World*

Persse yawned and shifted his weight from one buttock to another in his seat at the back of the lecture-room. He could not see the faces of many of his colleagues, but as far as could be judged from their postures, most of them were as disengaged from the discourse as himself. Some were leaning back as far as their seats allowed, staring vacantly at the ceiling, others were slumped forwards onto the desks that separated each row, resting their chins on folded arms, and others again were sprawled sideways over two or three seats, with their legs crossed and arms dangling limply to the floor. In the third row a man was surreptitiously doing The Times crossword, and at least three people appeared to be asleep. Someone, a student presumably, had carved into the surface of the desk at which Persse sat, cutting deep into the wood with the force of a man driven to the limits of endurance, the word ‘BORING’. Another had scratched the message, ‘Swallow is a wanker’. Persse saw no reason to dissent from either of these judgements. (Lodge, 1984: 239-240).
Box 2: Excerpt from *Why are we talking inside?*

Now Pip, can you please give us an example of TEK in action?” asked a committee member. “Help us understand what you’re talking about.”

“Sure,” said Pip. “I can try. Let’s see . . . The use and value of TEK can best be described by story. In fact, Cree people use story to convey important information about their management approach. Unfortunately, such conversations can easily be marginalized by business executives and management scholars.”

Her supervisor grimaced. Pip continued,

“No, it’s true. To illustrate this point, I want to offer a story of my own. Once when I was in James Bay, I was talking with my key informant, a Cree tallyman, who was telling me about his concerns regarding forestry. Freddy had a problem with the way the forestry company was replanting trees. He said to me, “After clearcutting, when they plant the trees . . . it’s the worst way to do it. Because when they plant a tree, I think it’s going to taste different. Like when Porcupine eats it . . . It’s going to be a different taste.”

Freddy felt that the porcupines needed greater variety than such replanting programs would allow.

(Whiteman, 2004: 7)
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